The next generation ESG
data management
& analytics platform

Own your ESG narrative
Companies are subject to an increasing set of nonfinancial reporting requirements relating to environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors, fuelled by investor
appetite and increased regulation. As a consequence,
these corporations need to take action now to assess ESG
risks, identify opportunities for value creation, and better
understand disclosure requirements.

Novisto is a scalable SaaS platform that streamlines and
simplifies the ESG data collection process with a suite of
APIs and dynamically maps this data to major reporting
frameworks. With Novisto’s innovative approach,
companies can better manage ESG related risks, create
value from their non-financial data, and stay in control of
their ESG narrative.

Data Quality
First

ESG Management
Beyond Disclosures

Business
Insights

Novisto is the only solution that
integrates quality controls and
auditability throughout the platform, in
addition to incorporating external data
to help you keep pace with evolving
reporting standards and enrich your
companies’ ESG understanding.

With Novisto’s state of the art ESG
data explorer, you can index and
classify your internal Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) data,
policies and reports and build a
unified view of your organization’s
commitments.

Novisto’s AI-driven analytics and
business intelligence modules will
create value from non-financial
data, facilitate benchmarking vs.
peers, improve CSR performance
monitoring and optimize ESG
disclosure impact.

All-in-one ESG platform
to overcome challenges in data
gathering, collaboration, metrics
conversions, approval management,
disclosure alignment with standards
and quality assurance.

Novisto, Your ERP for ESG
Unify all your company’s ESG data and records in one place and
leverage the power of automation and AI for data-driven decisions.

Non-financial
data via API

Novisto
analytics

Dynamic ESG reports for
multiple frameworks

Leverage your ESG
data assets

Manage your
CSR performance

Optimize your
disclosure impact

Secure ESG Data
Collection And Storage

Business
Intelligence

All your investment-grade ESG data in one place

Analytics and insights for performance improvement

Automatically ingest new data
dynamically with a suite of APIs

Benchmark performance
against comparable companies

Collect data through intelligent surveys
and workflow automation tools

Advanced monitoring of key metrics
and link to financial performance

Index and classify your internal ESG
and CSR documents and data

Get insights on how to optimize ESG
disclosure impact

ESG
Disclosures
One dataset, multiple reporting frameworks

Pre-filling your reports or third-party questionnaires
Dynamic ESG framework mapping to
major reporting frameworks
Outbound APIs to agencies

Novisto supports all major ESG standards, frameworks, and ratings.

Novisto Advantage
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Investment-grade

Predictive and

scalable data lake

ESG data

prescriptive insights
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